CHS Container Handel
Simple.Mobile.Everywhere.

CHS Container Handel GmbH
is a subsidiary of the CHS Container Group.

Mobile solutions
CHS Container Handel –
our product ranges

We have been designing and developing mobile solutions for our customers for more than thirty years.
Whether it's worldwide logistics or regional accommodations, we quickly and flexibly adapt and deploy
our containers and accommodation units to keep
complex projects running smoothly.
We offer the following product ranges:

Accommodation units
from CHS
• daycare centres_cafeterias_offices_accomodations_administration buildings_schools_
banks_shelters_and much more …
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Sea / storage containers
from CHS
• open top_hard top_double door_side door
bulker_flat_self storage_reefer
refrigeration_and much more …
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Quality from CHS
• own workshops_experienced employees
own paintshops_container training
and much more …
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More from CHS
• www.chs-containergroup.de
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Endless
space

Accommodation units
from CHS
Flexible. Mobile. Individual.
What are your requirements?
Additional work space or unusual
living concepts, temporary or longterm? Everything is possible.
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Application areas for custom-made
accommodation units from CHS
include offices, changing rooms,
sanitary facilities and temporary cold
storage.
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Space for projects

daycarecentres_cafeterias_offices_schools_banks_
Accommodation units from CHS are
ideal in any situation where you need a
quick, flexible solution to create more
space. Our experienced team here at

CHS provides reliable support from day
one of planning through to commissioning.

Accommodation units are an economical
solution for your space problems and
provide the advantage that they can be
customised to fit your requirements.
Examples include single-person home
offices, recreation rooms of all sizes and
accommodations for up to hundreds of
people. Whatever your requirement is,
CHS has a solution that fits!
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If needed, we can coordinate all tasks
involved in the project and your building
will be handed over to you in a turnkey
state! No matter where and no matter
how large.

_shelters_accomodations_administrationbuildings
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Accommodation units from CHS can be expanded or relocated as needed if you need
even more space later on, for example additional accommodations, a mobile workshop or a temporary recreation room. Our depots across Europe ensure fast availability to cover your requirements on short notice, and our accommodation units are
highly versatile and functional.

economical_mobile_functional_extens
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CHS can also provide equipment that
fulfils all necessary fire protection
requirements as well as current energy
saving regulations.
We individually adapt accommodation
units to customer specifications at our
own workshops and can even paint them
in your company's colours if desired.

sible_inexpensive_recyclable_flexible

CHS is also the right partner when it
comes to equipping the interior: Our
range of options includes sanitary
facilities, kitchens, air conditioners, and
heaters, but also furnishings such as
tables, chairs, lockers, and beds. CHS
would be delighted to put together a
personal 'all-round carefree package'
for you –
just give us a call.
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Stacked
in your favour
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Containers from CHS
Sell, rent, lease, or build. We can
provide you with exactly the right 'box',
including standard sea containers, storage containers and specially adapted
workshop containers. One or one hundred, today or next week.
Sea containers from CHS can be used
to transport and store almost anything
you like: machine components, coffee,
garden tools, tyres, or crates of beer.

By road, rail, on the water or in the air.
There are virtually unlimited uses for
containers. Reliability and quality are
key factors. Our team here at CHS will
be glad to provide you with full details
on the wide range of applications for
different container types.
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20'/ 40'/ DV or HC –
our space miracles

open top_hard top_self storage_flat_b

CHS has been working with
containers since 1978. Always
focused on the customer's needs,
we find the right solution for your
transport or storage problems.
Worldwide! Whether you are looking to rent or purchase, we have
the right solution for you! We have
all standard container sizes from
6' to 45'.
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bulker_double door_side door_reefer
Standard containers account for approximately 85% of all containers in use worldwide. They are the 'workhorses' among containers. They make it possible to store and transport all kinds of goods easily and inexpensively. CHS always has a large quantity
of this type of container in stock at ports, in the German inland and at many locations worldwide. You can also sell your used
containers at any of our depots.
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p u rc h a s e _ re n t _ m ax i m u m f lex i b i l i t y _

Containers are universal: The sturdy
boxes are an indispensable part of our
everyday lives. Containers have become
so ubiquitous that hardly anyone thinks
about how flexible they are.
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The diversity of our containers is
enormous: standard, high cube, open
top, hard top, flat, double door, side
door, self storage, tank, reefer, bulker
and many, many more!

fa st a va i l a b i l i t y _ E u ro p e - w i d e d e p o ts

If you need a bit more space, then the
30 cm higher high cube containers
or slightly wider pallet-wide containers are the right solution. You can find
detailed information on all types of
containers and their applications on our
website: www.chs-containergroup.de
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containers in accordance with HACCP_conta
For more information on our diverse range of containers, please visit www.chs-containergroup.de. You can find all technical details there as well, including dimensions, weights and availability! We hope you enjoy browsing our versatile product range. Feel
free to give us a call at any time, and we will be glad to help you find the right mobile solution from CHS.
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We have a wide range of container types
to fit an equally wide range of application scenarios: transport packaging,
additional storage space, workshops,
temporary storage for moving,
refrigeration and much more.

ainers with leakage test_mobile workshops

CHS has the right container for any application, equipped and painted according
to your specifications. Delivered
wherever you need it. Guaranteed!
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Keeping our
promises
since 1978 ...
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Quality from CHS
We close the loop: CHS experts advise,
plan and supervise.
Right through to the end of the project.
At our customers' side. Locally
and globally.

We value quality and long-term business relationships as much as you do!
Our dedicated team of more than fifty
employees works hard to achieve this
every day.
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Tradition brings
obligation with it

own workshops_experienced employee
The CHS Container
Group
Mobile container ideas: We sell, rent,
develop and build containers. Quick and
tailored to your needs. On land and at
sea.
CHS Container Group's philosophy is
based on lasting relationships with
customers and employees. This requires
continuity and team spirit. These are
values lived by our team of experts in
the fields of freight forwarding, shipping,
industry and trade.
Our manufacturing sites in Bremen,
Munich and Worms as well as our German and European depots enable us to
react to your project requirements at a
moment's notice.
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From Bremen
to the whole world
CHS Container Handel GmbH was
founded in 1978 in Bremen. What
started out as a company for temporarily storing and repairing shipping
containers has now become a synonym
for high-quality containers and accommodation units.
Our highly-qualified employees are the
foundation for our success here at CHS.
Regular qualification programmes,
internal and external checks in occupational safety and environmental
protection as well as health checks
are integral components of the way we
work.

In addition to awards for Education and
Training: 2010 and 2011, we also won
an award "for outstanding commitment
to training" from the German Federal
Employment Agency. Every year, we welcome new apprentices in both business
administration and skilled trades.
CHS's own specialist workshop is certified by Germanischer Lloyd and carries
out CSC ('Convention for Safe Containers') inspections, without which no
container may head out to sea.

ment and DIN EN 14001:2005 Environmental Management Systems since
2009. Our paint shop, which can process
up to four containers simultaneously,
also fulfils all relevant environmental
standards.
At CHS, we love our containers, and we
want everyone to know it. That is why we
want our customers to benefit from our
many years of experience and know-how
though our container training seminars.
From A to Z.

We have been certified in accordance
with DIN EN 9001:2008 Quality Manage-

es_own paint shops_container training

In order to fulfil almost any customer
requirement, we established CHS
Container Handel, CHS Spezialcontainer
and CHS Südcon as subsidiaries of
the CHS Container Group These three
companies work hand in hand and are
supported by a broad network. Together
with you, we are sure to find the right
solution. Innovative and flexible. Today,
exporters, freight forwarding and transport companies as well as a wide range
of customers from various industries
rely on mobile concepts from CHS. Test
us. We look forward to receiving your
enquiry!
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CHS
Container Handel GmbH
Tillmannstraße 19
28239 Bremen, Germany

Phone
Fax

+49 (0)421 643 96-0
+49 (0)421 643 96-99

info@chs-container.de
www.chs-containergroup.de

